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CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY
and about thirty-to-forty percent of
them are from multilingual users,” the
Brave representative said. “We had
to come up with a better solution.”
After six months of using Google
Translate to help its customer service
agents communicate with non-English speaking customers, Brave’s
head of customer service knew it
was time to find a new solution.

Language I/O immediately got to work
building a ticket translation for Zendesk
solution that would work well for Brave.
Brave appreciated Language I/O’s
rapid response time and willingness
to build a custom solution for Brave.

“We were sick of copying and pasting
“We had some initial issues with the
content into Google TransZendesk configuration
late, getting horribly
because Brave is a private
quality translations
browser, but we literally
and then having to
“Our security team
reached out to the Lancopy and paste the
did a full review
guage I/O development
content back into our
and Language
team and they whipped
customer relationship
I/O was a perfect
together a solution
management (CRM)
match for us.
in a matter of hours,”
system,” said the Brave
…I also want to
the Brave representaemployee responsible
stress the excellent
tive said. “I’m not used
for bringing Language
customer service
to getting that kind of
I/O and Brave together.
that Language
service in the Bay Area.”
“That method took a
I/O provides.”
lot of time especially
From the get-go, Brave
because we have a lot
was impressed with
of multilingual users.”
the quality of Language I/O’s translations,
As one of the web’s fastest
which use a unique combination
growing private browsers, Brave
of professional human translation
agents were supporting customers
and machine translation.
in various languages including Japanese and Indonesian without having
“We also love the fact that we can go
any native speakers help with the
into a Zendesk ticket and with one click
translations. This was extremely inefand get a translation,” the representafective, which is why Brave decided
tive said. “It saves so much time.”
to reach out to Language I/O.
Thanks to Language I/O’s technol“We get a few thousand tickets a month
ogy, Brave doesn’t have any current

plans to hire additional multilingual customer service agents.
https://languageio.com/
blog/how-improve-customerservice-kpis-without-hiringadditional-agents
“We love the technology. We don’t
even have to think about it.”
As one of the Internet’s most secure
browsers, Language I/O’s approach
to security was critical to Brave.
“Our security team did a full review
and Language I/O was a perfect match
for us,” the representative said. “In
addition to the attention paid to security, I also want to stress the excellent
customer service that Language I/O
provides. We love working with Language I/O and we love their solution.
We would recommend Language
I/O to anyone needing translations
for Zendesk without hesitation.”
https://languageio.com/blog/
how-language-io-machinetranslation-surpasses-competitors

Looking to make your monolingual
customer service team a multilingual customer service team? Sign up for a demo
by clicking on the button below.

Customer support. Any language. Anywhere.
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